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Abstract Nomenclature
C - energetic "price" of

Selection of the erosion

pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) as thrust

a control of an attitude f - PPT operation frequency
control system of geostationary

K - working body constantartificial Earth satellite has a

been substantiated. It has been m - plasma blob mass
shown that for a satellite m - blob specific mass
having mass of <500 kg and

active operating time of 10 M - satellite mass
H - PPT module massyears the erosion PPT can be p

competitive with other types of M
electric rocket engines (ERE) m - working body mass

in solution of the problem of M - capacitive battery mass

the keeping point sustaining in M - voltage converter mass
the North-South direction. For w

H - construction massthis purpose it has to maintain k 
c o n s t r u c t o n m a s s

total thrust pulse P =2.5x1 5  
n - number of thruster modules

Ns. When the lifetime by number operating simultaneously

of switchings-on is ~(2...3)10
7  

N - total pulse number

pulses, the optimum power P - unit pulse

consumption of the PPT has to v - satellite velocity

comprise -200J for the variation

considered problem. v - effective velocity for the

The laboratory models of plasma plume efflux

the PPT of different structural W - energy in the discharge

design have been developed and - specific mass for the

tested. Analysis of the results power supply unit

having been obtained has c - capacitive battery

allowed to stop selection on specific mass
the model of the rail type with
transversal feed of working w - energy converter specific

medium into the zone of mass
discharge. 7 - relative mass of the

The results of
experimental research of construction

elements of the construction of v - relative mass for tanks

the PPT have been presented. with propellant
The variant of configuration of 7 - thruster 'specific mass
the flight variant of thrust P

module has been given. - thrust efficiency
1 - voltage converter
w

efficiency

t - lifetime

1, H, h - length, height and

width of the discharge

channel at Fig.7.
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Introduction pulse, presence of the

self-induces gas environment,

The task of geostationary caused by thruster outgasslng.

orbit parameters sustaining This problem can be radically

during a day requires the solved only by use of a

creation of thrust pulses, thruster with solid propellant,

calculated daily values of the erosion plasma thruster

which are shown in Fig. as operating on teflon, for

a function of satellite mass. example, as a control for an
3

Average thrust values for the artificial Earth satellite.

continuous thrusters operation RIAME MAI has vast

are presented there also. experience in the development

Accuracy for the sustaining of of pulsed plasma sources for

the satellite center of mass the flight and space

and its axes directions depend experiments under the Earth

upon the value of unit pulse, ionosphere and magnetosphere

being produced by Jet controls. investigation. Twelve units of

Gas-jet and catalytic of pulsed plasma sources with

(mono- and bi-propellant) the energy in the pulse of 100-

engines are broadly used -10003 were designed and

currently as the satellite successfully tested under the

controls . For the satellite in conditions of space vacuum
4

low orbit at not large (up to since 1975 till 1989

one year) period of active Experience of their development

operation these engines have and of stand and full-scale

no competitors among other tests has been used in our

controls in the case of not work.

high requirements to the

afteraction pulse and lifetime. Justification of PPT
They have low mass and overall parameters choice
dimensions, are simple and At the first stage the

convenient in operation. task of PPT optimization is

Increase of operating time reduced to the definition of

of the geostationary artificial the thruster set minimum mass

Earth satellites (from one to at given values of the total

ten and more years) requires thrust pulse, unit pulse,

rise of economical operation average operation frequency and

and a lifetime of engine lifetime.

Installation. In this case it PPT propulsion module mass

would be advisable to use could be presented as a sum:

electric rocket propulsions in

the control system. Among the M =M +M +M +M . (1)

stationary plasma thrusters the

thrusters with closed drift of
Taking into account the

electrons or with the magnetic
expressions for the PPT mass

layer (TML) are optimized to

the most extent and were tested components (M =mN, M =7 W,
2 m c c

in space . Xenon is ordinary
M =r Wf/ w, M =k

M 
) , the

used as a propellant In these w w W k k p

thrusters. They have high empirical relation for the
1/2

thrust efficiency. Lifetime of thrust efficiency 7=(K /m )
3 a w

10 hours of continuous
5 and dependencies C =W/P,

operation and of 10 switches-on p
2

at pulsed operation was 1=P /2mW, the equation

confirmed experimentally. TML (l)after simple

disadvantages include the transformations could be

necessity of time losses for written in the following form:

its preparation for operation

(cathode-compensator heating), M /M=AvC (m 7/N)/n(1-7 ), (2)
P p w

complexity of producing small

unit pulses and afteraction
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1/4

where C =1/(4Ka ) (3) pulse of 2.Sx10 Ns the

7=7 +7 f/ (4) satellite characteristic
c w w velocity change during 10 years

comprises a value of -500 m/s
value ol .he -pe Q Ic .U & anR (see rig.1J.
the pulse, at which M minimum

P NN-
is achieved, is: 24hN -24h

m =7/3N (5) s

Accounting for (3), (5), (2) 10 - 10

the expression for the
definition of the minimum W-E
thruster module mass has the
following form: 13 10

p mln (1.24Av/n(1-7 )Ka ) x* p "in k a
x (7/N) (6)

Thruster unit comprises n 2 4 1 kg
simultaneously operating

modules, which ensure the Fig 1.Thrust characteristics of

velocity increment Av for the the satellite engine

satellite in the case of the
lifetime utilization. At present lifetime of the

Working body constant K is PPT is limited by the lifetime

-11 a of the capacitor battery. This
4x10 kg/J for teflon, then lifetime as not in excess of
the minimum PPT mass in the (2...3)10 discharges on
case of its operation with low-inductive load as the
teflon could be presented as: discharge circuit of the

3/4 thruster. In the process the
Hp min -490Av/n(1-7 k)7/N) main factors limiting the

(7) lifetime of the capacitor are
ageing of dielectric and high

Making the same dynamic loads on output current

transformations the expression contacts. It is really possible

for the definition of the to ensure the following

minimum mass of a stationary specific parameters values of

plasma thruster with magnetic the PPT power supply unit are

layer, operating with the really achievable:

gaseous propellant,could be -2
obtained: 7 =3...5x10 kg/J (for the

foil capacitors)
p min=2v(1 )/nv, (8) 7 =3...5xlO kg/W, 17 -0.8pmin v w w

where for the lifetime of its
7 5

1/2 elements of (1...3)10 pulses.
v=[2Tl (1+7 )/(7 +y ) (9) In this case thew v w p

specific parameters dependence

Let us discuss the upon the lifetime could be
described by the expressions:

advisability of PPT use for the

solving the most energy 7 =3x102(N/10 1 / 3

consumable task - attitude hold c

in the geostationary orbit for -2 7 1/3
a satellite of 500 kg in mass 7 =3x10 (N/10 )

in the North-South direction

during 10 years. For the total
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Assume the relative mass of Then mass of a thruster unit

constructive elements for the consisting of two modules would

PPT flight variant to be equal be 80 kg at the velocity of the

to 0.2.

Fig.2,3 show the
mass-energetic and specific
parameters of PPT module as N
functions of the lifetime. Unit
comprises two thruster modules

with oppositely directed 9
discharge chambers, the axes of 210 410
which go through the satellite
center of mass. Average m
frequency for the each module

operation is 0.5 Hz. As it 1 _ 2
follows from the above
mentioned curves the PPT

lifetime increase from 10 up7
to 3x10 causes the reduction

of the thruster set mass by two
times. Minimum calculated value pulses
of the thruster unit mass 2 - pulses
comprises 50 kg.

Fig.3 PPT Specific parameters

kg plasma Jet efflux v=12x10 3 m/s.

Hence based on estimate
W character of having been

j0 - 02 presented calculations it is
40 _ 410 possible to conclude, that for

the considered problem the
7 units of PPT and THL are

p comparable in mass

20 2
c

- ---- Choice of PPT design
M - .- The reactive thrust in PPT

is produced due to the

S7 dielectric erosion products
S 2-10 pulses efflux out or the discharge

chamber as a result of high

current pulsed discharge
Fig.2.Mass and energetic between the electrodes along

parameters of PPT the dielectric surface. Fig.4,5

show some types. of PPT
Let us examine the discharge chambers with the

thruster with magnetic layer solid dielectric feeding to the
for the comparison. For the discharge area. Discharge
estimation of TML unit mass chamber of the erosion PPT
assume the following values of comprises cathode 1, anode 2,
specific parameters, confirmed working body grains 3, igniter
experimentally: 4. Propellant feeding system

-2
7 =1. 7 =2x10 kg/W, transports the grains in theV w
7 1.5x1-2 g/, 0.5 7 =0.8 direction, indicated by arrows,
P 6 w while their exhaust. PPT

t=3.6x10 s. electrodes are connected to the

capacitive battery.
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-test showed, the initial shape

of the dielectric working

XubstLnLiai ly during the PFT

operation and acquires a

parabolic shape after

S/ -10 pulses. In this case the

blob specific mass increases up
-9

to 2...3x10 kg/J, while the
thrust efficiency decreases.

Another substantial

disadvantage of this design is

-the large length of the grain,
which comprises more than one

2 meter in our case. Inductance

of conducting buses grows

proportionally to the grain
Fig.4.Discharge chambers with length increase, which leads to
the longitudinal grains feeding the thrust efficiency

reduction. In view of the above

mentioned the first design,
presented in Fig.4, should be
used in the cases of not high

operation lifetime of PPT with
little volume of dielectric
being fed.

Rail discharge chamber

with longitudinal propellant
grain feeding is shown in

Fig.4. In the case of this
2 design the geometric dimensions

of the discharge gap do not
change practically during the
operation.Inductance and
resistance of conducting buses
could be made minimum and high
thrust efficiency values could

Fig.5. Discharge chamber with be ensured due to the correct
the lateral grains feeding commutation. But the specific

mass output from the discharge
Development of the is not high here and comprises

discharge chamber with high less than 0.8xO10 kg/J. Thrust
lifetime requires. in pulse is less than the
particular, the ensurance of: calculated value, too. For the
- high lifetime and reliability task solution this would
for the igniter, generating require the lifetime increase
plasma igniting the main up to 3x10 pulses.
discharge, Fig.5 shows the rail
- constancy of the discharge chamber design with the lateral
chamber geometric dimensions teflon feeding to the discharge
for ensuring the thrust pulse region. In this case grains are
stability, made in the form of half-rings

Discharge chamber of having rectangular radial
coaxial type with the cross-section. Feeding system
longitudinal grain feeding (see ensures their transportation
Fig.4) might ensure the around the system axis up to
calculated value of the the lock of fixing device at
specific mass in a pulse of the cathode. Disposition of the

-9

0.8...1.6x10 kg/J for the grains working surface along
plane working surface of the the electrodes increases the
grain. However, as lifetime zone of discharge location,
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reducing the electrodes Power unit, comprising the

erosion. Ring form of grains capacitive battery, voltage

allows to decrease converter and discharge

substantially the overell initiation units. is locatea

dimensions of the feeding between two units of teflon

system in the case of storage and feeding, made in

propellant large mass. Varying the form of disks. Capacitance

the discharge channel of the battery is (50...70) MF.

dimensions one could obtain the Maximum overall dimension of

calculated value of the the module does not exceed 0.5

specific mass output at a level m and its mass - (25...30) kg.
-9

of 10 kg/J. All above

mentioned witnesses of the PPT discharge chamber
latter design prospectlveness laboratory test
while designing PPT for a Two- and three-electrode

geostationary satellite, high voltage spark plugs of the

Fig.6 shows one of the surface break through were

variants for the PPT module, mainly used as igniters .in the

designed for the attitude hold flight variants of pulsed

of a geostationary satellite of accelerators, designed in RIAME

500 kg in mass during 10 years. MAI. Teflon was used as a

Propellant (teflon) load (5-6 material dividing the

kg) is calculated for the electrodes. In the case of
7

lifetime of (2...3)10 pulses at energy of -1J such igniters

the energy in the pulse of initiate the discharge with

220...320 J. Mass and energetic high reliability at the

parameters of this PPT are distance between electrodes of

presented in Fig.2. Module has up to 10 cm. But the teflon

two discharge chambers. Each consumption in such igniters

chamber is equipped by its own does not allow to use them in

feeding system with teflon load PPT with high lifetime. To

and igniter with the discharge increase substantially the

initiation unit. This design igniter lifetime the dielectric

allows, firstly, to make separating the igniting

redundancy of mentioned electrodes should be made of

elements and, secondly,to ceramics (aluminum oxide, for

reduce the PPT module overall example). As carbon is in the

dimensions. In the simplest teflon composition, the working

case The grains feeding system surface of ceramics will be

might be made in the form of covered by a carbonic film

torsion spring.(see Fig.6). during the discharge process.

The igniting plasma blob will

be formed as a result of high

voltage break through in the

film, protecting the surface of

ceramics and electrodes. In the

case of correct choice of the

igniter location inside the

discharge chamber and of the

energy of..dlscharge initiation

the constancy of the carbon

film thickness could be ensured

during the the PPT operation

and the igniter working

elements erosion could be

eliminated.

Constructive design for

the PPT discharge chamber

laboratory model with the

lateral propellant feeding is

Fig.6. PPT arrangement presented in Fig.7. The chamber
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comprises cathode 1, anode 2, diameter of which is not less

propellant grains 3, igniter 4, than the channel width. Depth

end insulator 5. Teflon grains of the forechamber 8, formed by

:.- . t. the dic== rgC znc thke insulator, comprises

as their consumption takes approximately 3/2 of the
place with the help of spring 6 channel width. Igniter should

and pushers 7. be mounted near the forechamber

Discharge electrodes are rear surface normally to the

made of copper. The anode cathode axis. As experiments

working surface is plane. As showed such form of the end

tests showed, the anode insulator working surface and

surface, salient into the Igniter- location ensure the

chamber, leads to the carbon uniform teflon evaporation at

film formation at the grain the staring part of of the
edges bordering upon the anode, discharge channel. In order to
Carbonic film presence at the prevent the electric

teflon surface prevents its self-breakthroughs at the
evaporation in the discharge. surface of the carbon film,

being -formed at the

fore-chamber walls, the lateral

slot grooves are made in them.

Igniter is made in the

form of a ceramic rod of
Saluminum oxide of" 5 mm in

Idiameter having longitudinal

channels of imm in diameter.
- Copper igniters are mounted

S- 5 inside the channels. Plane
3 working end of the igniter do

/ not run out the cathode

2 8 surface.

3 The discharge initiation

0 7 6 unit 9 generates the high
voltage pulse of -20 kV.Pulse

energy is -1 J. Electrodes of

the main discharge are

connected to the capacitive

Fig.7.PPT laboratory model battery 10 having capacitance

circuit, of 36 4F and maximum voltage of

3 kV. Inductance and resistance
As it was mentioned above (see of conducting buses are
Fig.5) the grains are fed by correspondingly equal to

the pusher up to the fixing 1.2x10 H and 2xlO Ohm. The
device at the cathode. For the frequency mode of PPT operation

fixator edges erosion reduction is being defined by the pulse
the cathode is made in the form generator 11, connected to the
of a cylinder. This cathode discharge initiation unit.
form allows to change the Maximum pulse repetition
channel width by the variation frequency is 0.4 Hz.
of the distance between PPT experimental test was
electrodes without the grains conducted in the vacuum chamber
dimensions variation. In order at the residual gas pressure of

-4to prevent the carbon film not more than 10 torr.
formation at the grains edges, Thrust pulse indirect
bordering upon the cathode, its measurements were made by a
diameter should be more than dynamic thrust meter. Grains
three channel widths, were weighted before and after

3 4 *The end insulator is made a series of 10 ... 10 pulses
of ceramics. Its working for the definition of the
surface, turned to the channel propellant mass per pulse.
has a concave cylinder form,
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At the first stage of Inspection of working surfaces

experimental development of the of the channel after tests has

PPT investigation of effect of shown presence of dense carbon
the working surface length of film on surface of the
grains on integral parameters pre-chamber, the end face of
of the PPT has been realized, the ignitor and the electrodes.
The characteristics of the PPT We have determined by the

4at energy in pulse of -160 J weight method that after -10
and amplitude of discharge pulses the increase of film
current of 35 kA have been mass was absent. Availability
presented in Fig.8,9. In the of the protective carbon .film
case of the channel width h=8 ensures practically an
mm and height H35S mm the grain unlimited lifetime of uneroded
length comprised 15, 30 and 55 elements of the discharge
mm. When 1>55 mm the energy chamber.
density within the channel will Weighting of the grains
be deficient for evaporation of before and after tests has

shown the equality of masses of
kg -NS teflon entering discharge from

the energy grain. After 2x10

pulses the working surface of

-D the grain acquires a wavy shape
410 / 03 with maximum deviation of no

V more than 0.5 mm that

corroborates good evenness of

teflon evaporation.

2 2

20 40 1,mm 10 A -- ,1
Fig.8. PPT integral parameters

teflon from all its working

surface, therefore on outlet
portions of the grains the

deposition takes place. As it
can be seen from Fig.8, the

blob mass and its specific mass

are proportional to the length

of grains, mass average rate of

plasma efflux will ;be raised 0 1
with decrease of length of the

channel at constant quantity of

thrust efficiency (see Fig.8). Fig.9. PPT specific parameters
Such parameters of the PPT

dependence on length of the The refinement of the
channel simplifies discharge chamber and of the
substantially the geometrical electric circuit was made for
sizes choice for ensuring ensuring the calculated PPT
design values of blob specific parameters for the lifetime of
mass and thrust pulse. 3x0

7 
pulses (see Fig.3). Width

For every length of the and height of the modified
channel total operating age channel were 20 mm and 50 mm
of the PPT has comprised no correspondingly. Capacitance of4 

4
less than 2x10 pulses and 10 the battery was increased up
pulses of continuous operation. to 50 JF, while the inductance
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